Animals interact with their environment softly through interaction of muscles, tendons, and rigid skeleton. By incorporating flexibility, they reduce ground impact forces and improve locomotive efficiency. Flexibility is also beneficial for robotic systems, although it remains challenging to implement. In this paper, we explore the addition of passive flexibility to a quadrupedal animat; we measure the impact of flexibility on both locomotive performance and energy efficiency of movement. Results show that spine and lower limb flexibility can significantly increase distance traveled when compared to an animat with no flexibility. However, replacing passively flexibile joints with actively controlled joints evolves more effective individuals with similar efficiency. Given these results, the number of joints and joint configuration appear to drive performance increases rather than just the addition of passive flexibility.
Introduction
Animals exhibit a remarkable ability to adapt locomotion to varying conditions. Gaits are driven by responses from the central nervous system and the morphology of the organism itself. Often, characteristics of the musculoskeletal system, such as elasticity of the tendons, contribute to their movements. For example, Alexander and Vernon (1975) found that large hind limb tendons in kangaroos and wallabies allow them to efficiently conserve energy during locomotion. Muscle-tendon systems in bipeds and quadrupeds act as energy storage contributing to running gaits in vertebrates (Alexander, 1984) while the spine has been shown to conserve energy during galloping (Alexander et al., 1985) .
Robotic systems typically comprise rigid-body components, connected with single degree-of-freedom (DOF) actuators such as servo motors and linear actuators. These systems are often bioinspired, drawing upon the morphology and behaviors of biological organisms. Mechanical components, however, lack the flexibility of their natural counterparts, so compliant components are often added to these systems. Ackerman and Seipel (2013) added elasticity through springs, reducing the energetic cost of legged locomotion in a hexapedal robot. Increasing flexibility in the hexapod damped vertical movement of the torso as compared to a fully rigid-body robot. The addition of a flexi-ble spine increased locomotive performance in a quadruped animat (Moore et al., 2015) . It remains an open question whether the performance gains were due to flexibility or the increase in the DOF in the animat. Would performance increase if we replaced passive components with actively actuated joints?
In our preliminary study (Moore and Clark, 2018) , we found that additional degrees of freedom improve the walking speed of our animats. In this paper, we further investigate the differences between passive and active joints, and we explore the impacts of these configurations on efficiency as well as speed. We conduct seven treatments with different animat configurations. We first examine performance, based on distance traveled, of a quadruped with legs actuated by hinge joints and no passive flexibility. Next, we increase the flexibility of the animat by adding sliding joints to the lower limbs (acting as shock absorbers) and a flexible spine. Finally, we replace the passive sliding joints with actively controlled hinge joints in the lower limbs, maintaining the DOF but reducing flexibility. We investigate both a passively flexible and active spine for this new animat.
We find that the addition of passive flexibility, whether it is in the spine or legs, significantly increases the distance traveled over a fully rigid-body quadruped. The highest performing platform with passive flexibility includes a flexible spine and lower limb sliders. Still, replacing flexibility in the lower sliders with actively controlled hinge joints produces the furthest distances traveled. The most effective individuals across all treatments include both an actively controlled spine and actively controlled lower hinge joints. Efficiency does not significantly change between passively flexible and actively controlled joints. This suggests that while flexibility can increase the performance of a robotic system, the real factor for performance increases is likely a combination of increasing DOF in the animat and joint configurations.
Background and Related Work
In evolutionary robotics (ER) (Nolfi and Floreano, 2000; Doncieux et al., 2015) both control and morphology of robotic systems are optimized using concepts derived from biological evolution. Evolutionary approaches are well suited to problems where an algorithm for deriving the optimal solution is not known a priori (Li and Miikkulainen, 2014) . They have proven effective for optimizing controllers in wheeled (Fischer and Hickinbotham, 2011) and legged (Cully and Mouret, 2013; Stanton and Channon, 2013) systems. Evolutionary algorithms are especially useful when exploring morphology (Funes and Pollack, 1998) . The body plays an important role in movement, performing an innate control prior to engagement of higher-level control from the brain (Valero-Cuevas et al., 2007) . Auerbach and Bongard (2010) demonstrated that optimizing brain and body together produces effective systems exploiting integration between aspects of morphology and control. Passive flexibility plays an important role in biological organisms, helping to reduce the energetic cost of locomotion by storing energy in spring-like tendons (Baudinette et al., 1992; Ruina et al., 2005) . In robotics, Rieffel et al. (2010) demonstrated that even in the absence of a higher level controller the spring systems comprising tensegrity robots can be harnessed to realize locomotion. In traditional rigid-body robots, compliant joints enable robotic systems to mimic the passive flexibility of animals (Vanderborght et al., 2013) . Passive compliance in robotic systems improves climbing ability (Seo and Sitti, 2013) and swimming (Clark et al., 2014) . While augmenting robotic systems with passive flexibility can improve performance, it remains difficult to determine whether it is due to the elasticity itself, or if it is perhaps the additional DOF added to the system. Evolutionary methods coupled with simulation enable exploring many configurations that would not be practical with physical systems.
Methods
Simulation Environment The Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) (Smith, 2013 ) is used to conduct simulations. ODE is a 3D rigid-body physics simulation engine that models forces such as gravity, friction, and collisions between objects. Actively controlled actuators include single DOF hinges and linear motors, among others. In ODE we model flexibility by connecting rigid-bodies with spring-like joints that can be active or passive. The environment is a flat, highfriction surface. Animats are evaluated for 10 seconds of simulation time with a timestep of 0.005 seconds.
Quadruped Animat The base quadruped animat is shown in Figure 1a . The torso is composed of three segments connected by fixed joints. Each leg is three segments with hinge joints at the hip and knee. In the base treatment, the joint connecting the lowest component to the mid-leg is fixed, effectively creating a short upper segment and a longer lower leg segment.
Other animats are derived from the base treatment by adding a passive or active spine combined with a passive leg slider or active leg hinge. Figure 1b shows a quadruped animat with spine joints that are passive or actuated depending on treatment. Here, we replace the rigid joints in the torso with hinge joints that actuate along the lateral planes of the animat. Figure 1c shows the addition of flexible slider joints between the two lower limb segments. They compress during locomotion acting as shock absorbers. In the figure, the slider on the right rear leg is at maximum compression. Figure 1d shows a quadruped animat with actively controlled hinge joints on the lowest joint of each leg.
Controller The controller in this experiment is a conventional sinusoid, and each joint has its own evolved sinusoid parameters. Joint control signals are determined by the time of the simulation, evolved control signal modifiers per joint, and the maximum force output potential for each type of joint. Equation 1 generates the movement command for a single joint at each timestep in the simulation.
(1)
f is the oscillation frequency common across the joints of the animat determining how quickly the sine wave oscillates represented by a real-value ranging from 0 to 2, t is the current simulation time, φ leg and φ joint are the phase 2 offsets. Phase offsets are one of 16 set values ranging from 0 to 1.875, which corresponds to shifting the phase of the oscillating signal in 1 8 increments. Each leg has its own phase offset relative to the common signal (φ leg ). Each joint type (e.g. shoulders, elbows, hips and knees) has an offset as well (φ joint ). Together, the two offsets produce common control signals for the the rear legs and the front legs. Each leg pair (front and rear) can have a common behavior (specified by φ joint ) that is then shifted temporally by φ leg . Thus a common behavior for the front or rear legs can be out of phase, similar to walking in animals as symmetry and coordination can evolve between limbs.
We evolve forces acting on the shoulder, elbow, hip, and knee, allowing for joints to be entirely passive or force limited. Under this configuration, the oscillating signal sent to a joint and its maximum force output potential determine the response of the joint to a command. For example, if a joint evolves a low force output, it will passively flex under the force of gravity and not actively assist in locomotion. However, should the joint evolve a high force output, it will not deviate from its specified motion even when large external forces are applied, such as when making contact with the ground where such forces would typically hinder normal actuation of a joint.
Passively flexible joints are governed by spring and damper constraints parameterized in ODE as ERP and CFM. ERP values evolve in the range of 0.4 to 1.0. CFM values evolve from 0.0001 to 0.15. Together, the two parameters specify the stiffness and damping of a joint. In general, high CFM values and low ERP values result in flexible joints whereas the opposite lead to stiff joints.
Treatments Seven treatments are conducted in this study. FS adds flexible lower sliders to each leg while maintaining a rigid spine. There are 12 DOF in this animat. FSpFS combines both flexible spine and flexible sliders with 14 DOF; 6 DOF more than the base animat configuration.
The final three treatments (HL, HLFSp, HLASp) replace the lower passive slider joints with actively controlled hinge joints. HL has a rigid spine and 12 DOF similar to the FS treatment. HLFSp has a passively flexible spine 14 DOF and the spine configuration of the FSpFS treatment.
HLASp has an actively actuated spine and 14 DOF.
Evolutionary Algorithm For each treatment, we evolve 120 individuals over 4,000 generations using the DEAP framework (De Rainville et al., 2012) with a conventional genetic algorithm. DEAP is an open-source framework implementing many common evolutionary algorithms. 20 replicate runs, each seeded with a unique random number, are conducted per treatment. Fitness is the horizontal Euclidean distance from the starting point to the center of the torso after 10 seconds of simulation time. Selection of a parent is performed through a tournament of 4 randomly chosen individuals. Crossover is performed (two parents selected) with a rate of 50% and mutation of 4% per gene. An individual replicate took approximately 5 hours on a Blade system parallelized across 24 cores and a clock speed of 2GHz.
Genome Table 1 lists the genes in this study. The composition of each genome varies depending on the treatment and is indicated in the right columns of the table. All treatments have 10 genes for generating the control signals and 5 genes for joint forces (back, shoulder, elbow, hip, knee) described previously. Depending on the combination of genes included, treatments range in value from 15 (NS) to 23 (FSpFS, HLFSp and HLASp) genes. 
Results
Bounding, galloping, canters, and trots evolve across treatments, and samples of evolved gaits from all treatments can be seen at https://youtu.be/UCNxJ3pmmkc. Our analysis focuses on two main questions. First, does a quadruped animat with passive flexibility significantly outperform a fully rigid-body animat? If so, what combination of lower leg slider, spine, or both, leads to the most effective individual? Second, how does replacing passive joints with actively actuated hinges alter performance? Passive Flexibility Figure 2 highlights a few of the gaits that evolve across the initial treatments. Figure 3 plots the maximum distance traveled at each generation averaged across twenty replicates per treatment over evolutionary time. Shaded regions represent the 95% confidence intervals for each treatment. For reference, the animat's body length is 3 units. A fully rigid body animat (NS) yields the lowest distances traveled. The other treatments show a significant improvement over the NS treatment with a flexible spine (FSpNS) slightly better. Flexible sliders (FS) on the lower limbs increase distance traveled, with the combination of spine and slider flexibility (FSpFS) yielding the farthest traveling individuals. Figure 4 plots the distribution of the farthest traveling individual per replicate across the treatments. We conduct the following statistical tests using a Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test performed on the distribution of farthest traveling individual per replicate for each treatment. Pairwise results across all treatments can be seen in Table 2 . For the two treatments without sliders, NS and FSpNS, there is no significant difference in performance (p = 0.07). Whereas both treatments with sliders have significantly higher performance. FS versus NS (p < 0.01), FS versus FSpNS (p < 0.03), and (p < 0.01) for FSpFS versus NS and FSpNS. There is no significant difference between FSpFS and FS (p = 0.08). 4 It appears that the addition of spine flexibility alone is not enough to significantly improve locomotive performance even though two additional DOF have been added to the animat. Although the distance traveled of the best individuals for the FS treatment is significantly higher, performance also varies considerably. Animats with both flexible spine and flexible sliders exhibit the highest average performance across these treatments. However, the FSpFS treatment has 6 more DOF than the NS treatment. Differences in performance might not solely be due to flexibility and instead could be attributed to the possible additional behaviors the increased mobility allows.
Hinge Joints By replacing the flexible sliders with actively controlled hinge joints, we address the question of whether the increase in DOF or flexibility drives performance increases. We chose a passive slider and active hinge as these are the most effective actuator for their respective control type. Figure 5 shows three variations of bounding gaits that evolve across the three active lower hinge treatments. Figure 6 shows the maximum distance traveled per generation over evolutionary time for all seven treatments conducted in this study. HL has similar evolutionary performance as compared to the best of the passive flexibility treatments, FSpFS. The addition of the lower hinge joints, with spine mobility, produces the farthest traveling individuals observed. A combination of actively controlled lower hinges and a passive spine flexibility (HLFSp) outperforms just replacing the sliders with hinges while an active spine leads to the highest average maximum distance traveled across all twenty replicates. Figure 7 plots the distribution of the farthest traveling individual across replicates for all seven treatments conducted in this study. Changing the lower joint from pas-sive sliders (FS) to actively controlled hinges (HL) does not significantly increase distance traveled (p = 0.12). Furthermore, there is no significant difference between the FSpFS and HL treatments. Alone, actively controlled hinges don't generate significant improvements in performance compared to the flexible slider treatments. Further modifying the active lower hinge animat by adding either a flexible spine (HLFSp) or an active spine (HLASp) does significantly improve performance over the flexible slider treatments. Performance increases appear to be due to a combination of the number of DOF and the use of actively controlled hinge joints versus flexible sliders. The top two treatments, HLFSp and HLASp, have 14 DOF and are significantly better than any other treatment. Replacing flexible sliders with a hinge joint does not significantly increase performance, but it maintains similar performance to the FSpFS treatment, which has 14 DOF compared to HLs 12 DOF. The two lowest performing treatments, NS and FSpNS, have 8 and 10 DOF, respectively. Increases in distance traveled for the animat configurations in this study appear to be influenced more by the DOF, and addition of actively controlled joints, than the addition of passive flexibility. Efficiency Flexibility in natural organisms can lower the energetic cost of locomotion (Alexander, 1984) . In this study, our sole objective is to maximize distance traveled, but efficiency might differ between animats because of including passive flexibility. We measure efficiency as the distance traveled divided by the total power expended through actively controlled joints in an animat. Total power is the summation of force exerted by each actively controlled joint at each time step as reported by the physics engine. Passive joints replicate spring systems and therefore are not included in the total power calculation. Figure 8 plots the distribution of efficiency for the farthest traveling individual in each replicate across treatments. Here, there appears to be little difference in efficiency. Table 3 lists the pairwise Wilcoxon-Rank sum tests comparing efficiency between treatments. While some pairs are significantly different, there is predominantly no significant difference in efficiency across treat-5 ments. It appears that a flexible spine, compared to similar animats that have a rigid, or actively controlled spine, typically have lower efficiency, but this is only a significant difference in 1 out of 3 cases (NS vs. FSpNS, p < 0.04). When evaluating replicates on both efficiency and distance, we found that the single lowest performing individual is in the HLASp treatment. However, many of the highest performing individuals are also in the HLASp treatment. No clear advantage is apparent when passive flexibility is included in an animat in terms of efficiency.
Conclusions
In this paper, we investigated the effect of adding additional DOF to a rigid-body quadrupedal animat in terms of performance and efficiency. Adding additional DOF in the form of passive flexibility or actively controlled hinge joints significantly increases performance in terms of distance traveled. However, efficiency remains unaffected when it is not directly included as a selective pressure during evolution.
Adding flexibility to the animat in the spine and lower sliders significantly increases distance traveled versus the base animat configuration. Animats with both spine and lower slider flexibility are the farthest traveling individuals among those with passive flexibility. This result supports those of earlier works (Seo and Sitti, 2013; Lessin et al., 2014; Clark et al., 2012) where flexibility aids in the per-6 formance of robotic systems. Thus, when building robotic systems, examining the incorporation of flexible components, such as springs, may be worthwhile to increase performance of a rigid-body robot. It also further clarifies and expands (Moore et al., 2015) , in that flexibility is likely not the sole driver of performance increases, rather, both flexibility and an increase in the DOF positively impact performance. Actively controlled joints lead to even higher performing individuals across all treatments. Replacing the lower sliding joints with actively controlled hinge joints results in the three highest performing treatments, out of the seven conducted. Adding spinal mobility in the form of a passively flexible spine, or actively controlled one, further increases distance traveled. This suggests that while passive flexibility improves performance over the base animat in this study, the increase is likely not due directly to including passive flexibility. Rather, the increase in DOF drives improvements in distance traveled.
In terms of robotics systems, incorporating flexibility could still be beneficial depending on the platform and problem constraints. Here, we find that including flexibility increases performance over a fully rigid-body robot with no flexibility. Although active control produces the highest performing individuals, it may be that a designer does not want further increases in control complexity nor the additional hardware (servos, wiring, batteries, etc) required to coordinate additional actively controlled actuators. Instead, a controller can use the dynamics of passive joints to improve performance as demonstrated here, and in other work mentioned previously. Furthermore, passive flexibility may reduce wear on other mechanical components by dampening locomotive forces.
Future extensions to this study will investigate how flexibility and active control affect performance in other animat platforms such as hexapods. We plan to introduce more complex high-level controllers such as artificial networks (ANN) to see how these features are integrated in control logic. Furthermore, we plan to expand the scope of evolvability in terms of morphological components to evolve, along with exploring multi-objective algorithms.
Source Code
The source code for running these experiments is provided at https://github.com/jaredmoore/Evo_ Flex_Quadruped_Code.
